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- Ms. Sudha Srikanth
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MUMMY AND DADDY I LOVE YOU ! 
COME AND PLAY WITH ME TOO !

Mummy and Daddy, “I Love You!”
You give me toys and costly gifts too,
I need your love and time,
A story and at times a rhyme.
 Mummy and Daddy, “I Love You!”
 Come to me when I call you, 
 I am scared and lonely at times,Oh dear!
 When my friends on cartoons just disappear
Mummy and Daddy, “I Love You!”
Come and play with me too.
You hold your mobile, oh so dear,
Your tender touch is lost, I fear.
 When I play with building blocks,
 A tower so tall or a bridge so broad,
 I need your eyes set all on me, 
 Not the iPad please, you see.
Mummy and Daddy, “I Love You!”
Come and play with me too.
You are my World, You are my Universe,
I find joy and happiness being with you!

Childhood is a period full of fun, joy, innocence, spontaneity, 
giggles, mood swings, temper tantrums, excitement and more….. 
“How I wish I could go back to the childhood days!” are thoughts 
that very often fill our mind! As a child, going to school was a 
part of the regular routine. But the routine had a lot more! Open 
spaces to play, to be with friends, just run, skip, jump, roll in the 
mud and expel the abundant energy. We would have about 2 to 3 
hours which were ours, uninterrupted play time and real friends 
…..Those carefree days…..ek tha bachpan, ek tha bachpan…..
chota sa nanha sa bachpan…..
Today, the concept of play seems to have changed. The tools for 
play that were balls, bats, skipping ropes, cars, marbles, etc. have 
been replaced by mobile phones, i-pads and play stations. Free and 
uninterrupted play has given way to organised activity classes. I 
recently met my childhood friend after 2 decades and with pride 
he introduced his 8 year old daughter. Having a keen interest in 
sports, I asked her which game she plays. I was floored by her 
enthusiastic response stating that she plays football and her body 
language confirmed the same. Only on taking the conversation 
further, I realised that she was eager about the football game on 
i-pad and how she uses her fingertips to manipulate the movements 
of the player. Sadly, this is not an isolated incident!
Childhood is remembered by most of us as a period of active play, 
which never tired us.  It was play, games and fun all the way.  Yet 
there are many adults among us who feel that playing is a waste 
of time.  We admonish children who spend time in play and tell 
them that they would be better off, if they were to spend their time 

“learning something”.  Thus, we tend to get children off play time 
and into the serious business of formal learning.  We forget then 
that play is a path to further learning.    
All children love to play.  It  would  be  rare  and  very  surprising  
to  see  a  group  of  children  sitting together  quietly  without  
doing  anything.  Even  if  a  child  is  alone,  you  can  be  sure  
that  she would find something or the other to play with. Play is 
the work of childhood. It is a very serious business for children. It 
helps children learn better, retain better and they enjoy the learning 
process. Learning becomes fun when children learn through play.  
It teaches children to reason, use logic, plan, work with others, 
sometimes lead and sometimes follow, win and lose and to make 
friends after a fight. Play helps children to explore, to learn at their 
own pace and be involved in what they are doing.
We learnt so much as we played, didn’t we? Are our children 
getting those moments? 
Physical activity and movement is of utmost importance. Brain 
research indicates that the synaptic connections made in the early 
years stay with us through our entire life. Children are born with 
the potential to learn. Let us not take away their birth right! During 
his/her play time, we can understand their interests, what they 
learnt at school, the roles that they wish to take and their dislikes 
too. The play at the age of 2 is very different from that at 5 years.
The best gift you can give your child is the gift of your time to 
be with them when the children are playing. These moments are 
indeed stress busters for the parents.
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Story, drama, project displays, worksheets, etc.  all are tools of 
teaching. Does learning happen with these? Let us reflect on 
how learning takes place? 
A teacher tells a story, the teacher and parents ask questions 
and then they preach with morals saying that “You should never 
take others’ things away.”
This is how a seed grows into a big tree, the teacher or a parent 
feels satisfied and important to be able to speak her point of view 
and feels that this information is appropriate and concludes that 
learning has happened.
Now, let us understand what is going on in the child’s mind!
When you show a seed to the child, he/she captures the image of the 
seed. Then when the seed is sown, the child starts thinking: The seed 
is inside the ground, “How can it see the sun?” or “How can it see 
the person who is watering the plant?”, “Where is the mouth of the 
seed?”” How does it drink water?” and  “How does the sun reach it?” 
Hundreds of questions arise in the child’s mind. In 
short, the child reflects, dreams, ponders and 
assimilates something. He has found answers 
for few, some questions are kept away while 
some questions keep popping up. Yes, 
reflection alone makes learning happen.
So, let us give children some time to reflect, 
ponder and ruminate over some thoughts. 
Happy teaching!
Happy parenting!

On Sindhu winning the 
coveted Silver Medal in 
badminton for India, at 
Rio Olympics, 2016.
For me the moment was 
mesmerising.
Her never-to-give-up 
attitude and fighting spirit 
that lasted till the end, has 
left an indelible mark in 
my memory. Though she 
played with Marin, she 
competed with her own 
self. Her aplomb as she walked up to pick up the emotional Marin showcased 
her strength and confidence, but more importantly her humane quality allowed 
her to understand the emotional outburst of her worthy opponent. The Olympic 
arena was effulgent with true sportsmanship as she embraced the winner. We 
at AryaGlobal believe in equipping our children with humanitarian qualities, 
like empathy and team spirit, to live a fulfilling life.

REFLECTIONS AND 
LEARNING

EXCELLENCE IN EDUCATION: 
LIFE SKILLS

SINDHU EXUDES SPORTSMANSHIP

- Ms. Neelam Malik,
Director, AryaGlobal

- Ms. Neelam Malik

- Ms. Vedanti Shinde

AYUSHI’S DIWALI
Ayushi had always celebrated Diwali in the city with bags and bags 
of crackers. She woke up early in the morning to burst a variety of 
bombs that made the loudest noise. In the evenings, they played 
with sparklers, fountains and chakras. But waking up in her village 
today, Ayushi was ecstatic about the sudden plans her parents made 
about celebrating Diwali – the festival of lights – in their village.
As soon as she was ready and had breakfast, Ayushi went to a 
nearby shop with her mother. They saw mounds and mounds of 
rangoli powder that livened up the little shop with different colours 
and hues. They chose 8 different colours and a lot of white powder, 
and rushed back home to make their first rangoli for the festive 
season. Ayushi was still learning the art of rangoli-making that her 
mother was an expert in. She didn’t know how to control the flow of 
the powder between her fingers or to manoeuvre it artistically into 
designs. However, her mother insisted that it was an art that could 
be learnt with practice and patience. So, every year Ayushi sat with 
her mother trying new rangoli designs every day of Diwali.
As soon as Ayushi finished making the rangoli, her friend Madhur 
came looking for her. Madhur had a bag of simple, brown, earthen 
clay diyas with her and she asked Ayushi if she would like to paint 
and decorate the diyas with her. Ayushi jumped with joy at the 
opportunity and headed out with her paints. The two girls spent 
the entire afternoon painting diyas, only to realize that by lunch 
time they had painted enough diyas to gift to neighbouring houses 
as well! After lunch, the girls went from door to door gifting their 
neighbours their hand-painted diyas.
Ayushi’s father had vanished after lunch, but now he was back 
and had a big bag in his hand. Ayushi was instantly excited at the 
prospect of a bag full of crackers although she had decided with 
her parents to celebrate a cracker-less, air pollution-free, noise 
pollution-free and environment-conscious Diwali. However, what 
her father pulled out of the bag was even more exciting than any 
crackers could’ve been! Out from the mystery bag poured stalks 
of wood, rolls of string, sheets of coloured paper, bottles of glue, 
and packets of sequin. Ayushi was unsure of the purpose for these 
materials, and sensing her confusion her father told her that they 
were going to make their own lantern this Diwali. And so they did! 
They made two star-shaped frames using the stalks of wood and 
string, and then joined the two frames with four-inch pieces of wood 
bridging the five points of the star. Once the frame was prepared, 
they cut the colour paper according to the frame’s size and glued a 
different colour to every piece. They completed their decoration by 
gluing sequins to their lantern, and a piece of rope to hang it with. 
Father fished out a small bulb from the attic, and they proceeded to 
hang their simple but hand-made lantern out on the porch.
Ayushi’s grandmother called her for the evening aarti, and as soon 
as they were done, they proceeded to light all of Ayushi’s diyas 
and placing them on the windows and along the porch. It was 
twilight and just about to get dark, and in that moment Ayushi’s 
father switched on a button that lit their beautiful lantern. The light 
flooded the entire front yard and everyone looked at the sight in 
awe. For the next few days, Ayushi’s hand-made lantern was the 
talk of the village.
At that moment, Ayushi realized that Diwali – the festival of lights – 
does not have to be celebrated by burning up the sky with crackers. 
All that needs to be done is to decorate the Earth, our homes and 
our hearts.
On this festive occasion, AryaGlobal wishes everyone A VERY 
HAPPY DIWALI & A PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR.
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• ABCDEFG
Apple is sweet & crunchy
HIJKLMNOP
Mango is the best & juicy
LMNOPQRST
Banana is soft & yummy
UVWXYZ
Eat your Fruits be healthy.

• Meow Meow Says the cat
When at the door
She hears Rat-tat-tat
Bow wow says that dog
When some one carries
Such a big log
Tap Tap goes my feet
When I hear some Joyful Beat.
 
• Panchhiyo me sabse pyara
Main hu ‘Tota’ hara bhara
Aap to jo bole zara zara
Main fir bolu khara-khara - Ms. Shweta Rao

     LA Teacher  

Let us ignite the spark of change within ourselves as educators first. We 
need to change our outlook, our presumptions, our judgements and our 
approach and our inhibitions first. This will then help to bring about a 
change in our methods and practices to nurture the young minds.
Progressive change in our environment had led to a vast change in the 
outlook and behaviour of children. Technology has had a positive and 
negative impact on the development of a child.
We, as educators, need to be sensitive to understand the transformation 
that happens in a young mind in today’s scenario. We need to provide the 
change in environment for the child to explore his natural surroundings 
rather than stuffing them with information.
We at Arya Global/Little Aryans understand and facilitate an environment 
for such learning.
Let us allow today’s child to explore and learn by experiencing the world 
through his senses. Let us provide him with the environment he requires to 
allow the child to be ignited in a positive and proper way.
As Swami Chinmayananda ji says “Children are NOT vessels to be filled, 
But LAMPS to be lit.”
THE Sparks that we ignite in the little minds will go a long way to light the 
lamps of our future world.
The earlier we begin the greater the impact.

IGNITING THE SPARKS 
OF CHANGE IN EARLY 
CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

- Ms. H. Padmavathi,
         LA Chembur

When children come home, at the end of the day,

The question they are asked, as they run out to play;

“Tell me, oh dear, what did you do today?”

And the answer that I get makes me sigh in dismay,

“Nothing, Oh Mumma, I did nothing today!”

Perhaps, ‘Nothing means

 That I read a book today

 I coloured a painting and lots of sheets today

 Maybe I helped a friend or sowed a seed

 Or I sang a song till the end.

My scissors followed a straight line,

Or the craft paper was used just fine.

As at age 3 and 4 and 5, your heart has wings,

And “Nothing” could mean, so many things.

- Ms. Parul Patankar
  COO, Little Aryans

lQkbZ
gkFk j[kuk lkQ t#j

fdVk.kw fQj jgrs nwj

[kkuk ftruh ckj Hkh [kkvks

eWatu djuk nks&nks ckj]

nkWar gks tk,axs pednkj

uk[kwWauks dh djks lQkbZ

fQj [kkuh uk iMsxh nokbZ

lkcwu ls cgkuk t#j

MkWDVj ls fQj jgksxs nwjA

- Ms. Archana Rathod
LA Teacher
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The Annual Day theme, ‘A River Ran Wild’ brought alive a true story of River Ulhas that has sadly been ended 
by as sewage. The splendid performance of the children also engaged the parents to take an oath to preserve 

our natural resources and save Mother Earth. (Please refer to the parents’ feedback on page 8).
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Poorva Rawool - During 

concept introduction of 

shapes - rectangle, she 

could connect the shape 

with her snacks and said 

“Teacher recangle biscuit”

Anecdotes

Shlok Puntanbekar - When 
the children were taken by 
bus for a theme field trip 
during the the rainy season, 
he said in marathi “Paus 
padato” and he started 
singing “Rain rain go away”

Anaya Ayush - During 

painting activity children 

she messed up with paints 

and said in hindi “Teacher 

hum paint karte karte 

joker ban gaye”

Dishant Hegde during Assembly, 

while discussing discipline points 

of golden words, the moment, the 

teacher said “Today we are going to 

learn golden words”, immediately 

Dishant said “Sorry, Thank you 

and Please are the golden words”

During the introduction of letter 
Ee words the children could 
connect with teacher and each 
other Dishitaq Nikumbh said 
“snowflakes” Siya Dalvi said, “ 
Snow mein peguin bhi raheta 
hai”, Akshat Pawar said, “Snow 
rakhane snow man banate hain”. 

Playgroup - Apple Blossom Nursery - Cherry Blossom

Jr.Kg -Apple Blossom

Jr.Kg -Orange Blossom

Varad More - During math 
class while introducing no.4 
using flowers as teaching 
aids, he could connect theme 
and he said “after flowers 
come fruits”

Rishabh Thakur - While worksheet colouring of shoes he coloured the base with brown colour when asked he said in hindi, “mitti mein gaya tha”

Sr.Kg - Orange Blossom

Artworks

Sr.Kg - Pear Blossom

Siddharth Bhele - 

During the introduction 

of ‘id’ words he said 

mixing english, hindi & 

marathi “cooker par lid 

lavata hai”

Rishabh Thakur, 
Sr. KG

Sonakshi Nandi, 
Sr. KG

Pearl  Mulchandani, 
Sr. KG

Vihaan Gurow
Sr. KG

Swara Patel,
Sr. KG

Prapti Dayma,
Nursery

Aadhya Askar, 
Nursery
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With due respect we feel privileged to convey our 
regards and thank the whole LITTLE ARYAN for 
their extraordinary effort in presenting a highly 
thoughtful event in School Annual Function.
It was like a miracle to showcase such a flawless act 
through such small kids of pre school.
We also don’t have words to thank for the hard work 
delivered by the teachers.
We feel great as our son is a part of such an institution.
Thanking you

Yours faithfully
Dinesh Kulkarni
Shruti Kulkarni

PARENTS TESTIMONIAL

Dear teachers,
Loved the experience, the theme was beautiful 
and the efforts taken by the teachers and 
managemant was visible and appreciable.
Thank you for the wonderful experience.
Have seen immense improvement in Reet 
from last year.
Thank you again.

Mrs. Noorie Mehra
Reets Mother

As a parent, I loved to see our children doing 
something which we hardly thought they can 
do it so confidently and with equal innocence in 
front of so many people....
It was best try from the teachers parents and 
not forgetting from  the kids....generally very 
unexpected things came up from the kids of 
sr kg like reading the entire script....its really 
appreciable....well done teachers for their 
emmense efforts.

Mother of Niraj Chinchure (PG)
Menaka Nishant Chinchurey

Great creativity...
Very nice presentation...
Topic selection and presentation opened our eyes 
and created social awareness... 
Day by day I am feeling happy and confident that 
my son is in hands of teachers having futuristic 
approach and out of the box thinking...
Thanks to little Aryans prek, khadakpada team...

Regards,
Soniya Narendra Phadke
Vedant Phadke’s Mom...

Dear Teachers,
A big thank you to each one of you in the team for letting us 
discover our Aryan, Master Hrishikesh. Thank you!
It is because of you that now, he is slowly getting ready to 
face the world outside full of challenges. A heartfelt thanks 
for honouring our belief.
He has not only learnt the skills to speak and write but has 
also become mentally strong to understand things on his own 
with little help.
Three months have been quite knowledgeable and a huge 
value addition for him. Your support and efforts put in have 
been invaluable.
Please continue the good job!!
Thanks!

Parents of Hrishikesh V Rajpal
LA Chembur

My hearty congratulations to you on the achievement of your DREAM...yes, for 
the beautiful annual day you presented to us. Since I am a new parent, I can easily 
acknowledge the massive effort of your efficient teachers behind this. Here I 
found that everything was well planned, well organized and promptly executed. 
Another difference was the concept based nature of the program, which I really 
appreciated.
Next I don’t have any words for the children dance, drama anchoring...
it was absolutely professional. Hats off to the dance teacher for her beautiful 
choreography...nevertheless it was perfect because of the excellent teamwork.
I want to especially thank all the teachers; I could see them standing there in 
charge tirelessly till they handed over our wards. This needs a lot of responsibility 
and goodwill. I even noticed the sincere effort to bring maximum students onto 
the stage. All these things need very discrete preparation.
I am very happy my daughter is in the best hands....thank you once again for the 
lovely afternoon on annual day.
Finally thanks for Digital campus it will very helpful for working family. 

With regards, Vilas Wahane
(Father of Tushita Wahane JR KG-C)

Vilas Wahane 
Assistant Director (Archaeology)
Department of Archaeology Pune


